2

3

Catching a breath of fresh air by the sea,
enjoying the feel of loose sand beneath my feet,
hearing the wind rustle through the dune grass,
…
I simply love that sense of freedom.
I’ve just harvested a bucket of fresh mussels
for tonight’s dinner and head home.

Watch video

5

I find one of my favourite
spots around the house,
savour a steaming cup of
coffee and just let my mind
wander. A little break
before I get cooking is the
perfect way to clear my head
and find inspiration for
tonight’s menu.

6
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I love to gather the best ingredients for a tasty meal:
a delicious piece of fish or meat combined with fresh
herbs and vegetables picked straight from my own garden,
that’s all I need to let my creative juices flow in the
kitchen.

8

When I’m cooking I go back to basics:
the right ingredients patiently prepared with the best
cooking utensils for a meal to be savoured and shared
in good company, what more could a man wish for?

I gather my loved ones around the table for
some quality time. The different colours, the
wonderful smells, the subtle textures and just
watching everyone enjoy the food I’ve prepared,
it’s those little things in life that make me
happy.
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AWARDS

At BergHOFF we are proud to inspire our
customers with original and award-winning designs.
From initial sketch to final product, we put our
heart and soul in every single creation.
This dedication and passion for cookware has
been recognised by design juries worldwide and has
resulted in various international design awards for
the Ron collection.

Multifunctional two-sided
cutting board with crumb tray

RON Cast Iron Series

“The Ron collection is about passion for cooking
and taking the time to fully enjoy the complete

RON Knife Series

cooking experience.”
Pieter Roex,
BergHOFF designer

As awarded by The Chicago Athenaeum:
Museum of Architecture and Design.
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Good things
take time.
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CAST IRON

The slow
way to cook
From a slow-cooked stew to flavourful
meat and vegetable dishes, the cast iron
series is perfect for a wide array of
one-pot recipes.

3900037: Saucepan
18,00 cm | 7"
1,7 L | 1.8 qt

3900039: Oval covered casserole
28,00 x 22,00 cm | 11 x 8 3/4"
5,2 L | 5.5 qt

3900038: Covered deep skillet
28,00 cm | 11"
3,3 L | 3.5 qt

3900040: Covered stockpot
24,00 cm | 10"
4,2 L | 4.4 qt

3900041: Frying pan
26,00 cm | 10 1/4"
2,4 L | 2.5 qt
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CAST IRON

To last a lifetime.

3900042: Saucepan
18,00 cm | 7"
1,70 L | 1.80 qt

3900044: Oval covered casserole
28,00 x 22,00 cm | 11 x 8 3/4"
5,20 L | 5.50 qt

3900043: Covered deep skillet
28,00 cm | 11"
3,30 L | 3.50 qt

3900045: Covered stockpot
24,00 cm | 10"
4,20 L | 4.40 qt

3900046: Frying pan
26,00 cm | 10 1/4"
2,40 L | 2.50 qt

USP's:
Durable cast iron material that retains heat very well
High-quality enamelled interior that is easy to clean
Wide handles for a safe grip, even when you are wearing oven
mitts or using potholders
Suitable for all stovetops, including induction
Ovenproof (except pans with a wooden handle)
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STONEWARE ACCESSORIES

Oven
to table
A perfect addition to
the cast iron casserole
or just on their own.
All accessories are
ovenproof.

When is a casserole not a casserole?
3900052: Tajine cover
28,00 cm | 11"

3900051: Steamer insert
24,00 cm | 10"

3900050: Covered bowl
24,00 cm | 10"

The answer? When it’s also a tajine. Or a steamer!
Simply add a ceramic accessory to transform your Ron cast iron cookware into a tajine,
or create a versatile steamer you can use in the oven or on the hob.

3900051
3900050

3900051
3900040-45

3900052
3900038-43
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Best
performing
cookware
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5-PLY SERIES

3900029: Conical saucepan
18,00 cm | 7"
1,30 L | 1.40 qt

3900030: Covered saucepan
18,00 cm | 7"
2,0 L | 2.10 qt

3900031: Covered casserole
18,00 cm | 7"
3,00 L | 3.20 qt

3900032: Covered casserole
22,00 cm | 8 3/4"
4,30 L | 4.50 qt

3900034: Covered stockpot
24,00 cm | 10"
6,10 L | 6.40 qt

3900033: Covered deep skillet
24,00 cm | 10"
3,00 L | 3.20 qt

3900035: Frying pan
26,00 cm | 10 1/4"
2,10 L | 2.20 qt

3900036: Teppanyaki plate
35,00 x 32,00 x 5,00 cm
13 3/4" x 12 1/2" x 2"

28
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5-PLY SERIES

A la plancha
Teppanyaki is a style of Japanese cooking
that uses an iron plate to cook your food on.
Perfect for low-fat cooking.
Add a little bit of oil and cook the most
delicious recipes in a short time.

USP's:
Durable 5-ply material ensures an even heat transfer
throughout the complete surface
Convenient measurement markings inside
Stylish satin finish
Easy to clean
Suitable for all stovetops, including induction

30
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Feel
the subtle
textures.
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KNIVES

3900000: Bread knife
23,00 cm | 9"

3900004: Carving knife
19,00 cm | 7 1/2"

3900001: Chef’s knife
19,00 cm | 7 1/2"

3900003: Santoku knife
16,00 cm | 6 1/4"

3900002: Chef’s knife
13,00 cm | 5"

3900007: Vegetable knife
12,00 cm | 4 3/4"

Black and
wood.

3900006: Boning knife
15,00 cm | 6"

3900005: Carving fork
17,00 cm | 6 3/4"

The versatile range of Ron kitchen knives
offers the best knives to cut, slice or dice
a wide variety of ingredients. Each item is
well-balanced with a heavy bolster to ensure
a perfect balance for increased control.
The choice is yours: pick our award-winning
black knives with a titanium and non-stick
coating and either a matching black handle
or a contrasting ash wood handle or opt for
authenticity with our stainless steel knives
with a double-riveted wooden handle.

3900057: Utility knife
13,00 cm | 5"

3900008: Paring knife
8,50 cm | 3 1/4"

USP's:
Sharp black stainless steel blade
Double-coated blade: titanium and non-stick coating for smooth cutting
Seamless transition to the matching black handle for extra hygiene
Well-balanced with a heavy bolster for increased control

Also available
as giftset.
See page 51.
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KNIVES

3900010: Bread knife
23,00 cm | 9"

3900014: Carving knife
19,00 cm | 7 1/2"

3900011: Chef’s knife
19,00 cm | 7 1/2"

3900013: Santoku knife
16,00 cm | 6 1/4"

3900012: Chef’s knife
13,00 cm | 5"

3900017: Vegetable knife
12,00 cm | 4 3/4"

3900016: Boning knife
15,00 cm | 6"

3900015: Carving fork
17,00 cm | 6 3/4"

3900058: Utility knife
13,00 cm | 5"

3900018: Paring knife
8,50 cm | 3 1/4"

USP's:
Sharp black stainless steel blade
Double-coated blade: titanium and non-stick coating for smooth cutting
Durable ash wood handle that gives the knives a natural touch
Well-balanced with a heavy bolster for increased control
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KNIVES

3900102: Bread knife
20,00 cm | 8"

3900101: Carving knife
20,00 cm | 8"

3900106: Chef’s knife
20,00 cm | 8"

3900105: Santoku knife
17,50 cm | 7"

3900104: Utility knife
12,00 cm | 4 3/4"

3900103: Paring knife
8,50 cm | 3 1/4"

3900107: Poultry shears
25,00 cm | 9 3/4"

3900100: Cleaver
16,50 cm | 6 1/2"

Cut, slice or dice your food like a professional with this all-round knife collection!
Far from being just another set of knives, these carefully designed kitchen tools are
crafted to be an extension of your hand. Enjoy the warm touch of the wooden handle while
you cut with great precision thanks to the ultra-sharp blade. The naturally strong and
crack-resistant wood gives each knife a unique, natural character that immediately adds
a touch of authenticity to your kitchen.

USP's:
Ergonomic handle
High-quality stainless steel blade
Light and razor-sharp blade for maximum cutting performance
Naturally crack-resistant wood
Wood does not discolour or corrode
Natural wood grain helps to prevent slips

Also available
as giftset.
See page
50-51.
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KNIVES

1307170: 7-pc knife block
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x

paring knife
utility knife
carving knife
bread knife
chef's knife
poultry shears
wooden block

1309010: 9-pc knife block
8,50 cm
12 cm |
20 cm |
20 cm |
20 cm |
25 cm |
21 cm |

| 3 1/4"
4 3/4"
8"
8"
8"
9 3/4"
8 3/4"

USP's:
Ergonomic handle
High-quality stainless steel blade
Light and razor-sharp blade for maximum cutting performance
Naturally crack-resistant wood
Wood does not discolour or corrode
Natural wood grain helps to prevent slips

1x
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x

paring knife
utility knife
cleaver
santoku knife
carving knife
bread knife
chef's knife
poultry shears
wooden block

8,50 cm | 3 1/4"
12 cm | 4 3/4"
16,50 cm | 6 1/2"
17,50 cm | 7"
20 cm | 8"
20 cm | 8"
20 cm | 8"
25 cm | 9 3/4"
21 cm | 8 1/2"
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KNIFE ORGANISERS
This ash wood knife block is designed
to create a real statement, especially
when used in conjuction with our Ron
knives.
It conveniently and safely stores up
to 5 knives on the countertop and has
a non-slip base for extra stability.
The block has an angled design, which
helps to protect the blades, and large,
well-distanced slots for an easy removal
of each knife.

3900062: Wooden knife block
Material: ash wood
15,00 x 8,50 x 26,00 cm
6" x 3 1/4" x 10 1/4"

Keep your
knives within
reach

Sharpener
Made with micro-interlock diamonds, that are electro-bonded to create a lightweight but
strong shaft that sharpens and realigns, the Ron sharpener produces a professional edge every time.
It's easy to handle, safe and durable. The perfect companion for the Ron knives collection.

3900021: Wall knife holder
40,00 cm | 15 3/4"

3900065: Sharpener
39,50 cm - 15 1/2"

43

Multifunctional.

RON ACCESSORIES

3900066: Multifunctional two-sided cutting board
30,00 x 26,00 x 2,00 cm | 11 3/4 x 10 1/4 x 3/4"
3900061: Multifunctional two-sided cutting board
36,00 x 30,00 x 2,00 cm | 14 1/4 x 11 3/4 x 3/4"

The clever design of this multifunctional double-sided cutting board offers a safe and good grip
on the table or countertop for secure cutting, slicing, dicing and other cutting tasks. One
side features a non-slip food-grade polypropylene surface, the other side is bamboo. Bamboo is
naturally antibacterial and absorbs very little moisture, making it more hygienic than some other
types of wood. Supplied pre-seasoned with vegetable oil.
Material: bamboo, polypropylene with TPR overmould, soft-touch rubber

3900060: Multifunctional two-sided cutting board
with crumb tray
38,00 x 22,00 x 2,50 cm | 15 x 8 3/4 x 1"
This multifunctional double-sided cutting board is the perfect companion for slicing, cutting or
serving all kinds of bread or pastries. It also contains a removable bread crumb tray for easy
cleaning. One side features a non-slip food-grade polypropylene surface that also serves as the
integrated crumb tray, the other side is made from bamboo. Bamboo is naturally antibacterial and
absorbs very little moisture, making it more hygienic than some other types of wood. Supplied
pre-seasoned with vegetable oil.
Material: bamboo, polypropylene with TPR overmould,
soft-touch rubber
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BBQ
time.

47
OUTDOOR

Ingenious cooking.
Powerful flavours.
BergHOFF’s ceramic BBQ & oven is the perfect tool for slow-roasting, smoking and searing meat,
poultry or fish. A juicy burger, crispy vegetables or even a delicious pizza, it’s a piece of
cake with this clever combination of an oven and a grill! Cook your food to perfection under the
barbecue’s ceramic shell that ensures an even heat circulation. Thanks to the ventilation cap and
the lid’s thermometer you’re in complete control of the heat and the air flow.
Whether you’re an experienced griller or the occasional cook, BergHOFF’s ceramic BBQ & oven
is the perfect companion for all your outdoor cooking adventures!

2415700: Ceramic BBQ and oven large
135,00 x 58,00 x 120,00 cm
53 x 23 x 47"
1x
1x
1x
1x
1x
2x

ceramic body
Ø 58,00 cm | 23”
cooking grid
Ø 50,00 cm | 20”
cast iron coal grate
cast iron top vent wheel
chassis with braked casters
bamboo side table

Grey
For 6 to 8 people
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2415494: Baking/pizza
stone large
Ø 36,00 x 1,20 cm
Ø 14 x 1/2"

2415496: Plate setter
and elevator rack
45,00 x 41,00 x 8,50 cm
17 3/4 x 16 1/4 x 3 1/4"

2415497: Grill expander
39,50 x 33,00 x 11,00 cm
15 1/2 x 13 x 4 1/4"

The plate setter and its
elevator rack allow you to
cook with indirect heat. They
turn your grill into an oven
and enable indirect cooking and
smoking.

Extend your grill’s cooking
area with this stainless steel
grill expander. It’s perfect
to prepare tender food such
as fish or seafood and delicate
vegetables.

2415495: Baking/pizza
stone small
Ø 23,00 x 1,00 cm
Ø 9 x 1/2"

Enjoy your
ceramic BBQ
& oven even
more thanks
to these BBQ
accessories.

The pizza stone guarantees the
crispiest pizzas as it absorbs
moisture while cooking. It’s
also ideal for baking bread and
other delicacies.
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This small outdoor BBQ & oven
can be used for all grilling techniques.
It’s famous for its usability and just 57 cm
tall so great for a smaller garden or terrace
or to take with you on a camping holiday.

2415706: Ceramic BBQ and
oven medium
52,00 x 54,00 x 50,00 cm
20 1/2 x 21 1/4 x 19 3/4"

2415703: Ceramic BBQ and
oven small
41,00 x 36,00 x 57,00 cm
16 x 14 x 22 1/2"

1x
1x
1x
1x
1x

1x
1x
1x
1x
1x

ceramic body
Ø 40,00 cm | 15 3/4"
cooking grid
Ø 33,50 cm | 13 1/4"
cast iron coal grate
cast iron top vent wheel
carbon steel carrier

Grey
For 4 to 6 people

ceramic body
Ø 33,00 cm | 13"
cooking grid
Ø 27,00 cm | 11"
cast iron coal grate
cast iron top vent wheel
carbon steel chassis

Grey
For 2 to 4 people

These PVC covers keep the ceramic barbecues in tiptop shape.
They protect them from rain damage and scratches. Custom-made for each version.

2415498: BBQ cover small
2415500: BBQ cover medium
2415499: BBQ cover large
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GIFT SETS
3904108: 4-pc steak knife set

Great to give
and to get

USP's:
Perfect set for cutting thicker cuts of meat or pizza,
slicing tomatoes, …
Serrated stainless steel blades for easy cutting
Crack-resistant wooden handles
Double-riveted handles for added safety and stability
Easy to clean
Whether you’re planning a
steak with pepper sauce, a
baked pork chop or a crispy
pizza for dinner, you’ll cut
it in the flick of a wrist with
this 4-piece steak knife set!
A true must-have for any meat
or pizza lover!

3900150: Multifunctional knife set
Chef’s knife
Utility knife
Poultry shears

USP's:
Ideal gift set for the home chef
Versatile knives for a wide
variety of preparations
Razor-sharp stainless steel
blades with satin finish
Crack-resistant wooden handles

3900070: All-purpose black knife set
Chef’s knife
Utility knife

Easy to clean
USP's:

Versatile set with award-winning knives
Peeling, slicing, dicing, chopping and
cutting, with this multifunctional knife
set you’ve got the tools to do it all!

Razor-sharp stainless steel blade with a titanium and
non-stick coating
Seamless construction for extra hygiene
Easy to clean
Perfect for both professional and domestic use
With a razor-sharp chef’s knife and utility knife, this all-purpose
black knife set provides any cook with two stylish knives that are fit
for a wide variety of cutting jobs.
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RECIPE

Duck with potato & carrot mash,
caramelized Brussels sprouts and
a honey & rosemary jus
Ingredients
1. Potato and carrot mash
with caramelized leeks:

2. Duck

2 leeks
800g of starchy potatoes
400g carrots
60g butter
20g butter extra
100ml cream
Salt
Pepper

4 duck breasts
Salt
Pepper

3. Caramelized
Brussels sprouts
600g Brussels sprouts
Olive oil
Pepper
Salt
Honey
Apple vinegar

4. Honey and
rosemary jus
400ml strong beef stock
(or reduce 1 liter of stock
to 400ml)
butter
2 cloves of garlic
1 small onion
100ml red wine
Honey to taste
250ml heavy cream
A sprig of rosemary

Instructions
1. Potato and carrot mash with caramelized leeks
Peel the carrots and potatoes and cut them into large pieces. Wash the leeks and cut both the green
and the white part into very fine pieces. Boil the potatoes and carrots together in salted water until
they are soft. Panfry the leeks in 20g of butter. Season with salt and pepper. Fry until the leeks
start to brown. When they are done, drain the potatoes and carrots. Use a potato masher to make a
smooth mash. Add the butter and cream and season with salt and pepper. Add the caramelized leeks.

2. Duck
Preheat the oven to 180°C. Score the duck breasts (= make incisions in the skin). Season with salt
and pepper on both sides. Slowly lay the duck breasts in a hot, dry pan, skin side down.
Don’t pull the meat, it will release when the skin is nicely brown. Turn the duck breasts over on
the meat side for 1 minute, allowing it to sear. Lay the duck on a baking tray with the skin side
down. Bake in the oven for approximately 7 minutes. Let the duck rest for 5 minutes.

3. Caramelized Brussels sprouts
Clean the Brussels sprouts and cut them in half. Add olive oil, pepper and salt to the sprouts and
toss them so they are covered in oil and seasoning. Spread the sprouts on a baking tray and bake in
the oven at 180°C until they have browned.

4. Honey and rosemary jus
Cut the onion into small pieces. Press the garlic through a garlic press. Use a saucepan to fry the
onions in some butter. When the onions are soft, add the garlic. Add the wine, the stock and the
cream. Let the sauce simmer until it has reached the right thickness. Season if necessary and add
3 tablespoons of honey and the sprig of rosemary.
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CAST IRON
SERIES

STONEWARE
ACCESSORIES

5-PLY
SERIES

body: cast iron, enamelled inside

body: stoneware, glossy finish

body: 5-ply, polished outside, satin-finished inside

lid: cast iron, enameled inside with dimples, cast iron knob

handles: 18/10 stainless steel

long handle: solid wood

cover: 18/10 stainless steel

ecdbaXïy

xyz
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xq8ecdbag
Conical saucepan
3900029
18,00 cm - 7"

Frying pan
3900035
26,00 cm - 10 1/4"

Covered deep skillet
black: 3900038
green: 3900043
28,00 cm - 11"

Tajine cover
3900052
28,00 cm - 11"

Covered oval casserole
black: 3900039
green: 3900044

Covered saucepan

Teppanyaki plate

3900030
18,00 cm - 7"

3900036
35,00 x 32,00 x 5,00 cm - 13 3/4 x 12 1/2 x 2"

Ceramic covered bowl
3900050
24,00 cm - 10"

Covered casserole

28,00 x 22,00 cm - 11 x 8 3/4"

3900031
18,00 cm - 7"

Ceramic steamer insert
3900051
24,00 cm - 10"

Covered casserole
black: 3900040
green: 3900045
24,00 cm - 10"

Covered casserole
3900032
22,00 cm - 8 3/4"

Saucepan

Covered deep skillet

black: 3900037
green: 3900042

3900033
24,00 cm - 10"

18,00 cm - 7"

Frying pan
black: 3900041
green: 3900046
26,00 cm - 10 1/4"

Covered stockpot
3900034
24,00 cm - 10"
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KNIFE SERIES

KNIFE SERIES

blade: chrome-Molybdenum-Vanadium steel with a black

blade: chrome-Molybdenum-Vanadium steel with a black

2-layer coating (titanium + non-stick coating)

2-layer coating (titanium + non-stick coating)

handle: hollow handle

handle: ash wood

2qu

2u

Bread knife

Bread knife

3900000 | 23,00 cm - 9"

3900010 | 23,00 cm - 9"

Chef’s knife

Chef’s knife

3900001 | 19,00 cm - 7 1/2"

3900011 | 19,00 cm - 7 1/2"

Chef’s knife

Chef’s knife

3900002 | 13,00 cm - 5"

3900012 | 13,00 cm - 5"

Santoku knife

Santoku knife

3900003 | 16,00 cm - 6 1/4"

3900013 | 16,00 cm - 6 1/4"

Carving knife

Carving knife

3900004 | 19,00 cm - 7 1/2"

3900014 | 19,00 cm - 7 1/2"

Carving fork

Carving fork

3900005 | 17,00 cm - 6 3/4"

3900015 | 17,00 cm - 6 3/4"

Boning knife

Boning knife

3900006 | 15,00 cm - 6"

3900016 | 15,00 cm - 6"

Vegetable knife

Vegetable knife

3900007 | 12,00 cm - 4 3/4"

3900017 | 12,00 cm - 4 3/4"

Paring knife

Paring knife

3900008 | 8,50 cm - 3 1/4"

3900018 | 8,50 cm - 3 1/4"

Utility knife

Utility knife

3900057 | 13,00 cm - 5"

3900058 | 13,00 cm - 5"

blade: stainless steel (X30Cr13)
handle: wood

2u
Bread knife
3900102 | 20,00 cm - 8"

Carving knife
3900101 | 20,00 cm - 8"

Chef’s knife
3900106 | 20,00 cm - 8"

Santoku knife
3900105 | 17,50 cm - 7"

Utility knife
3900104 | 12,00 cm - 4 3/4"

Paring knife
3900103 | 8,50 cm - 3 1/4"

Poultry shears
3900107 | 25,00 cm - 9 3/4"

Cleaver
3900100 | 16,50 cm - 6 1/2"
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KNIFE
ORGANISERS

ACCESSORIES
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BBQ
body: ceramic
grid: stainless steel
top vent wheel, coal grate: cast iron

material: solid wood + magnet

2

material:
		

21

bamboo, polypropylene with TPR overmould,
soft-touch rubber

side tables and handles: bamboo
support frame: carbon steel

Wall knife holder
3900021
40,00 cm - 15 3/4"

material: wood

2

Multifunctional two-sided cutting board with crumb tray
3900060

Ceramic BBQ and oven medium

38,00 x 22,00 x 2,50 cm - 15 x 8 3/4 x 1"

2415706
52,00 x 54,00 x 50,00 cm
20 1/2 x 21 1/4 x 19 3/4"
Grey

Wooden knife block

Multifunctional two-sided cutting board

3900062

3900061

15,00 x 8,50 x 26,00 cm - 6 x 3 1/4 x 10 1/4"

36,00 x 30,00 x 2,00

cm | 14 1/4 x 11 3/4 x 3/4"

3900066
30,00 x 26,00 x 2,00 cm | 11 3/4 x 10 1/4 x 3/4"

body: carbon steel, electrolon coating
handle: stainless steel

Sharpener
3900065
39,50 cm - 15 1/2"

Ceramic BBQ and oven large

Ceramic BBQ and oven small

2415700
135,00 x 58,00 x 120,00 cm
53 x 23 x 47"

2415703
41,00 x 36,00 x 57,00 cm
16 x 14 x 22 1/2"

Grey

Grey

Ceramic BBQ and oven large

Ceramic BBQ and oven small

2415701
135,00 x 58,00 x 120,00 cm
53 x 23 x 47"

2415704
41,00 x 36,00 x 57,00 cm
16 x 14 x 22 1/2"

Green

Green
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material: stainless steel
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Grill expander
2415497
39,50 x 33,00 x 11,00 cm
15 1/2 x 13 x 4 1/4"

material: stainless steel,

2415496
45,00 x 41,00 x 8,50 cm
17 3/4 x 16 1/4 x 3 1/4"

material: cordierite stone

2
Baking/pizza stone large
2415494
Ø 36,00 x 1,20 cm
Ø 14 x 1/2"

Baking/pizza stone small
2415495
Ø 23,00 x 1,00 cm
Ø 9 x 1/2"

material: PVC covers

BBQ cover small
2415498

BBQ cover medium
2415500

BBQ cover large
2415499

Follow us!

WWW.BERGHOFFWORLDWIDE.COM

Boterbosstraat 6/1, 3550 Heusden-Zolder, Belgium (Headquarters),
T. +32 (0) 13 35 86 00, internationalsales@berghoffworldwide.com

